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Reversi vs go

Since graduating from college I've been looking for some new hobbies. I really love running and hiking, but I need something that taps into my inner nerd. So over the last week I've had this sudden strange urge to pick up board games. The three I've been looking at in particular are Chess, Othello, and Go. I have a very
primitive understanding of every game. I know the rules, but something that touches on the underlying strategy is where I bail out. I want to find my niche game that I can become halfway decent for over 6 months - a year. I've already sampled each of these games a little bit and I'll find all the games fun. Is there a
particular one that keeps getting better at entertaining value in the long run? A game that gives deeper satisfaction when the strategy you've been working on finally pays off? Or are they at quite the same level and I should just pick one and start playing? It is my understanding that these 3 games fit in under easy to
learn, incredibly difficult to handle, which is exactly what I'm looking for, and I fully expect to lose a lot at the beginning going on. So GAF, what are you playing (feel free to mention something outside 3)? Do you recommend this, and how did you start and advance from the noob at least halfway decent? Go. Read also:
sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&amp;s=books&amp;qid=1259551007&amp;sr=8-4 Play online with people here: After about a hundred games or so, read this: Do these when you're bored: You'll be good at it in no time. If you want a more tangible strategy game, try Advanced Squad Leader Starter Kits (you're told to mention what I'm
playing and that's what I play). Scenario cards give you a lot of replayability, just lucky enough to make things interesting, but tons of tactical decisions that allow you to make smart strategies. Here's a taste of the kind of games that are happening. I played my third starter kit with my mom this weekend. I have to control
some buildings on the other side of the map. My Russian tanks clearly don't match her German tiger, so I thrust the tanks into the buildings and kept them there. There's a possibility they get stuck (and punished for changing their direction), but since I'm not going anywhere, it doesn't matter. Two corners from the end of
the game, I got a lucky shot at her tiger and destroyed her (though not before sending a couple of infantry squads to attack, which eventually got smashed by his nahverteidigungswaffe). Her infantry move in to reclaim the only building left that I need to capture, and as I try to get another tank shot in the infantry, my first
tank is missing and another tank a major weapon malfunction. Now I'm trying to get the building back in a tight fight. I start moving my commandos, but each one breaks and routs. I have one leader who, He is wounded twice, keeps moving forward with his light machine gun (Rambo style) and manages to get into the
building, only to be killed by the remaining infantry. Oh, well, it's okay. No, I've played chess many times. Just nothing above the most casual game. Edit: Thanks for the info, ianp622. I'm not going anymore. I love othello. Go is the best board game ever. Chess is a sea in which gnat can drink and an elephant can bathe -
indian proverb This is a pretty good board game. Go is the simplest, but also the deepest game. I would imagine simply because of the most increasing volume of games that can be played, it would be the most rewarding in the long run. I don't contribute much other than a funny story about chess. When I was 12 we
lived in Nepal and because my mother is a rock collector, we decided to go as a family to an area in the Himalayas that was rich in minerals. We drove to our landcruiser as far as we could before hitting an area where the snow was too deep to continue. So we all got out and hooved it through the snow for a few hours to
the mine camp. During the night, a blizzard struck and nearly killed us all in our tents while we slept. Luckily one of the guides woke up and knocked down all the snow that was piling up on top of the tents. So we ended up stuck in this run down a mining camp where the only other stranger is this drunk Russian guy who
speaks broken English and has an old worn checkerboard. Eventually, he taught me how to play chess to go through time. So basically, when people ask me how I learned to play chess, I can tell a drunk Russian in the Himalayas during a blizzard taught me. Chess - Probably the most popular. Most people know how to
play it. You'd probably be pretty respected if you're the best among your friends. My least favorite of the three. Go - Best game of three. It can be hard to find people who know how to play in real life. Hard to learn in my opinion. One of the best strategy board games in my opinion, but I like Othello more for personal
reasons. Othello - My personal favorite. It's ridiculously hard for me to find people to play with, but it's very easy to learn. A simple game to pick up and play, and get good. The strategy is kept to a minimum. The reason I like it is because it's so simple and that I started playing it on my gameboy when I was really young.
I'd go with Go. (Pun completely intentional) Before opioid pimps Go. =) Backgammon is a game for kings and scholars. OTHELLO is amazing and I can't stop playing. It's been a long time since I've been defeated too. This is a pretty good board game. How does this game really work? Do you just advance by the dice
and hope someone is in a position to be trapped? I miss Othello. Such a classy looking game. Mancala is charmingly good. I understand it's on computers, but the tactile joy of playing with real pieces is huge. I love othello, and I hate chess. I think it makes me a pagan or something. Chess is a fun game to play. The
chess game that comes with Windows Vista/Windows 7 is quite challenging for higher trouble, and should keep it entertaining. I'll usually play one or two times a week to stay sharp... you never know when those chess skillz can impress the ladies: lol Othello is pretty fun too, but I much prefer chess to see how I'm better
at it. It's also considered a more strategic game. You won't see street artists in the urban area that will set up Othello games, but you'll see chess. On this note ... Speed chess is ****ing difficult. I didn't play Go. I'd look into Magic: Assembly. It's a much deeper game than any of these three. There are more than 15,000
pieces (cards), with about 800 new printed each year. The strategic element is at least as deep as chess, and there is also a bluffing aspect similar to poker. It's more expensive to start with and get good than the other three, though, so if it's a problem, you might want to pass on magic. I'd look into Magic: Assembly. It's a
much deeper game than any of these three. There are more than 15,000 pieces (cards), with about 800 new printed each year. The strategic element is at least as deep as chess, and there is also a bluffing aspect similar to poker. It's more expensive to start with and get good than the other three, though, so if it's a
problem, you might want to pass on magic. You don't know anything about chess or Go. Although Magic has so many cards, there is a small subset of good cards, and a small subset of good decks. A lot of strategy is in building decks, and a lot of people just copy other people's decks. While playing the game, you are
limited to the number of cards in hand on what move you can do next. In chess, there are often more options at the turn, such as cards throughout the Magic Board (although the average number of moves is 37). In go, you're only limited by the open spaces on board, where there are 361 seats to start with. I'd look into
Magic: Assembly. It's a much deeper game than any of these three. There are more than 15,000 pieces (cards), with about 800 new printed each year. The strategic element is at least as deep as chess, and there is also a bluffing aspect similar to poker. It's more expensive to start with and get good than the other three,
though, so if it's a problem, you might want to pass on magic. : Lol There are more moves in Go than the number of atoms in the universe. I'm next for Go. He played it off and on for years and waved a goban of my own until I moved and it got lost somehow along the way. It's a very fun and challenging game to master.
There's so many possible moves that there are no two games played the same way in any of the records. And the records go back to a long time ago. You'll stumble a little at first, but once you get the hang of it you'll find it very rewarding. I played on KGS quite a bit and once you get decent you can even hire a teacher
on Give you weekly or monthly lessons (and some people will have free sessions to retorte groups of people). However, as others have said, it's generally hard to find someone to play with IRL. I found very little and the ones I played with just didn't seem to enjoy it. When I was in college, there was a little go club that I
was a part of. I remember playing this guy and beating me pretty badly in the first game. So he gave me one more handicap stone for the next game and I demolished it (he made too many mistakes that time, it really wasn't the stone that made the difference) and he got angry like hell. So, watch out for people like that;
there's some sore losers out there both online and offline I want to buy a real posh looking Connect 4 set – none of this yellow plastic crap best game ever, it deserves better you don't know anything about Chess or Go. Although Magic has so many cards, there is a small subset of good cards, and a small subset of good
decks. A lot of strategy is in building decks, and a lot of people just copy other people's decks. While playing the game, you are limited to the number of cards in hand on what move you can do next. In chess, there are often more options at the turn, such as cards throughout the Magic Board (although the average
number of moves is 37). In go, you're only limited by the open spaces on board, where there are 361 seats to start with. Even if you only count good cards like those that appeared in packages capable of winning tournaments, there are still more than 1,000 of them (that's a rough estimate, and probably conservative).
There are also easily hundreds of decks that make it into the Top 8 of the main tournament. Then you realize that there are several formats to handle, some of which allow any card ever printed, some of which require you to receive cards and build your deck on the fly, and some that only allow cards printed in the last
few years. Part of the complexity magic plays enough to learn what good cards are, why they are good, and what combination to play is in. This branch off into deckbuilding theory, which includes high concepts such as card advantage, pace, playing the role of beatdown versus role control game, and 'Basic Turn'. While
you are right that many people copy the decks, there are many more people (not just tournament players – there are also people who play randomly, proud of their own decks, and the active SHUN idea of copying someone else's deck) that like the challenge and excitement of building their own. In addition, your choices
during the game are not limited to cards in hand. Even just assuming that your board consists of countries and creatures without abilities, every single move, you will face questions of when to attack, which creatures to attack, who lands to use to play their spells, which spells to play and in what order, and how these
actions could change based on in the hand of an opponent (If I try giant to grow my creation and he has to kill the magic for him, I will lose. But if I use this other spell to get rid of the magic, I won't have enough damage to kill him until the next turn, and what if he has something else in his hand that's going to kill me on
the other side? I only have mana to play one of my spells ... what should I do?). When you start adding to the creature with abilities, spells and artifacts with constant and activated capabilities, and cards that allow you to search the library for another specific card (what card do I get? What if my opponent has X? Maybe I
should get something else instead...), the game Magic can easily require more decisions, with bigger consequences than a full checkerboard. You're right, I don't know anything about Go, and maybe I shouldn't compare Magic to him. I have, however, played a lot of chess, and I'm very confident in saying that Magic is by
far a tricky game. (Sorry for the little novel here; I'm quite passionate about Magic as you can tell) lol There are more moves in Go than the number of atoms in the universe. Go is less of a game than a... . something I don't know a word for. But it's not something I think you can do randomly and get any pleasure from.
Even if you only count good cards like those that appeared in packages capable of winning tournaments, there are still more than 1,000 of them (that's a rough estimate, and probably conservative). There are also easily hundreds of decks that make it into the Top 8 of the main tournament. Then you realize that there are
several formats to handle, some of which allow any card ever printed, some of which require you to receive cards and build your deck on the fly, and some that only allow cards printed in the last few years. Part of the complexity magic plays enough to learn what good cards are, why they are good, and what combination
to play is in. This branch off into deckbuilding theory, which includes high concepts such as card advantage, pace, playing the role of beatdown versus role control game, and 'Basic Turn'. While you are right that many people copy the decks, there are many more people (not just tournament players – there are also
people who play randomly, proud of their own decks, and the active SHUN idea of copying someone else's deck) that like the challenge and excitement of building their own. In addition, your choices during the game are not limited to cards in hand. Even just assuming that your board consists of countries and creatures
without abilities, every second move, you face questions about when to attack that creature to attack, which lands to use to play your magic, which spells to play and in what order, and how these actions could change based on what is in the hand of your opponent (If I try to giant grow my creation and he has to kill the
magic for it I lost. But if I use this other spell. To get rid of the kill spell, I won't have enough damage to kill him until the next turn, and what if he has something else in his hand that will kill me at his turn? I only have mana to play one of my spells ... what should I do?). When you start adding to the creature with abilities,
spells and artifacts with constant and activated capabilities, and cards that allow you to search the library for another specific card (what card do I get? What if my opponent has X? Maybe I should get something else instead...), the game Magic can easily require more decisions, with bigger consequences than a full
checkerboard. You're right, I don't know anything about Go, and maybe I shouldn't compare Magic to him. I have, however, played a lot of chess, and I'm very confident in saying that Magic is by far a tricky game. (Sorry for the little novel here; I'm quite passionate about Magic, as you can tell), all those things that you
mentioned are part of a lot of card games, and I've played a lot, including Magic. While it seems like you've had more decisions to make than in chess, it's really just because your available choices are more obvious. In Chess and Go, there are many factors that you need to take into account that you don't hear if you
study it. Even if you only count good cards like those that appeared in packages capable of winning tournaments, there are still more than 1,000 of them (that's a rough estimate, and probably conservative). There are also easily hundreds of decks that make it into the Top 8 of the main tournament. Then you realize that
there are several formats to handle, some of which allow any card ever printed, some of which require you to receive cards and build your deck on the fly, and some that only allow cards printed in the last few years. Part of the complexity magic plays enough to learn what good cards are, why they are good, and what
combination to play is in. This branch off into deckbuilding theory, which includes high concepts such as card advantage, pace, playing the role of beatdown versus role control game, and 'Basic Turn'. While you are right that many people copy the decks, there are many more people (not just tournament players – there
are also people who play randomly, proud of their own decks, and the active SHUN idea of copying someone else's deck) that like the challenge and excitement of building their own. In addition, your choices during the game are not limited to cards in hand. Even just assuming that your board consists of countries and
creatures without abilities, every second move, you face questions about when to attack that creature to attack, which lands to use to play your magic, which spells to play and in what order, and how these actions could change based on what is in the hand of your opponent (If I try to giant grow my creation and he has to
kill the magic for it I lost. But if I use this other spell to do it. kill the magic, I won't have enough damage to kill him until the next turn, and what if he has something else in his hand that will kill me at his turn? I only have mana to play one of my spells ... what should I do?). When you start adding to the creature with
abilities, spells and artifacts with constant and activated capabilities, and cards that allow you to search the library for another specific card (what card do I get? What if my opponent has X? Maybe I should get something else instead...), the game Magic can easily require more decisions, with bigger consequences than a
full checkerboard. You're right, I don't know anything about Go, and maybe I shouldn't compare Magic to him. I have, however, played a lot of chess, and I'm very confident in saying that Magic is by far a tricky game. (Sorry for the little novel here; I'm quite passionate about Magic as you can tell), Tthe great thing about
chess is the depth and strategy associated with only six types of pieces. According to your logic chess would be a better game if the board was 800x800 squares and had 70 different types of pieces. All those things that you mentioned are part of a lot of card games, and I've played a lot, including Magic. While it seems
like you've had more decisions to make than in chess, it's really just because your available choices are more obvious. In Chess and Go, there are many factors that you need to take into account that you don't hear if you study it. Now I will not defend the idea that Magic is more complex than Go or Chess, but bold is
pure ignorance. Plus the whole complex is better or what you're trying to argue is just wankery as well. I would very much like to explain this well. I've been taught the game before, I've tried to play. It just numbs my mind. Turns take forever never mind the real game. Where does love come from? I don't remember where
it was, but I remember a poll conducted on magic's official website in one of the columns where the writer asked if two top-level players faced off with a balanced deck, and one player had perfect information, while the other did not, by how much more advantaged player he would win. I think the generally agreed ratio
was 70:30. What I'm trying to say is that while magic is a very strategic game, most matches are won or lost before the start of the game, either with deckbuilding or luck draws. Deckbuilding is a profound and rewarding process, but still not quite comparable to chess or go. I have a lot more experience with chess than
with Go, but if I were to weigh the pros and cons, I would say that Go is much deeper (and the elegance is quite overwhelming), while chess is more accessible, in that the more people you meet will know how to play, and it will be easier to find games. Since you are rather unlikely to reach the limits of both games, I
personally would choose chess, but I am somewhat preoccupied with my own experience. I wish I knew go better. Deep Board games like Go or Chess really teach you how to concentrate so that a few more tasks require. Now I will not defend the idea that Magic is more complex than Go or Chess, but bold is pure
ignorance. Plus the whole complex is better or what you're trying to argue is just wankery as well. Really? Don't most tournament packages have the only goal you're working on? Are you not trying to achieve this goal as soon as possible? In all the card games I've played, you stick to the strategy you've created with the
deck, and you're only going in small ways to take into account your opponent's movements. If your opponent has a card that destroys your strategy, you're dead. In chess, your strategy is constantly changing, so movements that might have been poor before could become good. I also like it when people on forums say
that discussions are stupid. Why do you care what we're talking about? We are not even trying to say that one is better than the other, we are just comparing the depth of the strategy. Advanced Squad Leader is my favorite game, and the rules are complicated, but I wouldn't say it's more complicated than Go. That
doesn't make me less. I would very much like to explain this well. I've been taught the game before, I've tried to play. It just numbs my mind. Turns take forever never mind the real game. Where does love come from? You start to get intrigued, then you're not sure what the fuss is about strategy, and then when you start
seeing patterns you get hooked. I'm happy to have smaller characters in Hikaru no Go who tries and fails to join Hikaru's former Midschool Go club. No matter how much I play, I'll never get better. I would very much like to explain this well. I've been taught the game before, I've tried to play. It just numbs my mind. Turns
take forever never mind the real game. Where does love come from? I don't know to go well in particular, but I could imagine the same complaints apply to chess. It's all about understanding patterns and possibilities. Once you start to really understand the game, and can figure out how to figure out which moves are
good, and can figure out how to read your opponent's tactics and plan ahead, an unlimited universe of options will open up, and you don't have enough time during the opponent's turns to figure out what you're going to do after he makes his move. It becomes a rope battle of wits, where a single mistake can cost a player
the whole match. It can be very exciting, stimulating and exhausting. How does this game really work? Do you just advance by the dice and hope someone is in a position to be trapped? It tells you everything you need to know: Mouse Trap Really? Don't most tournament packages have the only goal you're working on?
Are you not trying to achieve this goal as soon as possible? In all the card games I've played, you stick to the strategy you've created with the deck, and you're only going in small ways to take into account your opponent's movements. If the opponent has It's ruining your strategy, you're dead. In chess, your strategy is
constantly changing, so movements that might have been poor before could become good. Uh, not chess and go have the only goal you're working on? Winning? But no, good tournament packages don't run like that. Maybe beginner players play that way, but a high level player won't. Flexibility to be able to change your



stratigies is a must. Now I would say there is definitely more micro-strategy than macro-strategy that is changing, but there shouldn't be a reason a good player can't play around something that destroys their strategy. There is also poker as an element of reading people as well. It really does mix a lot of things that it's not
entirely fair to compare two types of games. I also like it when people on forums say that discussions are stupid. Why do you care what we're talking about? We are not even trying to say that one is better than the other, we are just comparing the depth of the strategy. Advanced Squad Leader is my favorite game, and
the rules are complicated, but I wouldn't say it's more complicated than Go. That doesn't make me less. Some of the discussions are stupid, yes. I care because I want everyone to be better people. You start to get intrigued, then you're not sure what the fuss is about strategy, and then when you start seeing patterns you
get hooked. I asked for Go specifically, not shit in general. Classic board games like Chess and Go has a very basic set of rules and the complexity of the game rests more on the number of moves you can make on board at any given time and a wide range of options that you can see and calculate if you are able to and
want to do so. Competitive card games like Magic The Gathering works on one part of the deck building that you use to produce an effective strategy while minimizing the luck required to execute it, and the other part about knowing how to use a more complex set of rules to your advantage along with the possible cards
and strategies your opponent can use in the game. The lucky aspect is there in the Magic, but good players will plan with it in mind and bad players just say lol lucky, some pro players have won more tournaments in a row and there's clearly more silly luck in the game. They are similar in that you need to plan your moves
and know that the moves your opponent can pull on you, but similarities end there and different skills are needed. Not to mention, if you have all the resources at your disposal, how to make cards you need trading and negotiating using only what you have is another aspect of Magic altogether. Apple and oranges people.
It is my understanding that these 3 games fit in under easy to learn, incredibly difficult to handle, which is exactly what I'm looking for, and I fully expect to lose a lot at the beginning going on. Othello is probably the weakest of the three. There's not much to do once you get to a certain point. It's just to capture the corners
and you're done. chess, there is a lot of room for Go is so weird weird that they can't even code a decent AI for it anymore. Go is crazy in that the game is very open ended, and it becomes more open ended as more moves are played (on the contrary, most board games become easier as the game goes on). There are
very few restrictions on legal moves according to the rules of the game, and the symmetry of the board position breaks down easily. The aditative nature of the game, and the focus on building and settling groups of stones to secure areas of the board (instead of capturing a particular game piece(s) as in other games) as
territory, results in very abstract games that can be quite overwhelming for inexperienced players. Of the three mentioned, I only play chess. Not that I'm good at it. Thanks for let me know that there was chess that comes with Windows. Pretty amazing. I expect to play more now. Go, too. I think I want to learn, but I'm not
sure where to start. Page 2 I go to and from the chess stages, but I never got good enough where I have a real strategy, etc. if anyone knows a good online help, please share. Eh, get them all. They are all cheap to get and you can only see what you or your friends fall into. My group of friends have been serious about
chess for a while. I read some basic things on getting better, but I found that with my attention span for games being so short that it helped me play really aggressively to be my queen quickly and try to pack shit as I get bored and stop paying attention: lol I can't objectively say that Magic is a better game than chess
because people have different tastes and complexity not necessarily have the same quality. I personally enjoy Magic a lot more, but I recognize that chess has qualities that others prefer. I'm not going to budge from my claim that Magic has more decision-making trees than chess could ever hope for, because at every
turn, you have to decide how best to use each card in the game and in hand, as opposed to moving only one chess piece per move. After looking at the basics for Go, I feel like Magic probably has more options than that, as well. I can not objectively say that Magic is a better game than chess, because people have
different tastes, and complexity is not necessarily the same quality. I personally enjoy Magic a lot more, but I recognize that chess has qualities that others prefer. I'm not going to budge from my claim that Magic has more decision-making trees than chess could ever hope for, because at every turn, you have to decide
how best to use each card in the game and in hand, as opposed to moving only one chess piece per move. After looking at the basics for Go, I feel like Magic probably has more options than that, as well. A: Lol Thereis the difference between mechanical complexity caused by intricate design and randomness, and the
complexity of strategy games that do not factor randomness, nor the constant reshaping of the pieces of the game itself. There is an infinite number Integers. This does not mean guessing what number I mean is a deeper or more complex task than playing the game checkers. The complexity of magic lies not in the
game itself, but in the metahres. You are right that they are different games and so to some extent require different skillsets. Games with hidden information require more thinking around the corners and more thinking about math and expected-value, as well as rendering a tactical strategy based on uncovered
information, both in chess and go. I'd go into more detail, but my phone browser sucks and won't let me make line breaks, so I want to limit the wall-of-text factor. I really love chess and never really played Go. But I've heard nothing but good things about Go and how long it takes to be really good at it. But it's probably
easier to find other people who play chess. So there it is. * Waves hand de deems on Othello * Does anyone have any good beginner resources for chess? I know the basics of course, but I've never gotten around to doing any reading on holes, strategies, etc. I've always wanted to improve, and this seems like a good
outlet as I have some extra time on my hands right now. btw, what is the best free place to play chess online? I've been chess.com a while, but I'm not too happy with that. Navigating the web and trying to find a game someone set up is a convulted mess, the game's instant messaging feature has a really weird lag, and
AFAIK there's no way to set up a mid-game board like when you start a game in real life and want to continue online. Someone? I can not objectively say that Magic is a better game than chess, because people have different tastes, and complexity is not necessarily the same quality. I personally enjoy Magic a lot more,
but I recognize that chess has qualities that others prefer. I'm not going to budge from my claim that Magic has more decision-making trees than chess could ever hope for, because at every turn, you have to decide how best to use each card in the game and in hand, as opposed to moving only one chess piece per
move. After looking at the basics for Go, I feel like Magic probably has more options than that, as well. Oh, I don't know about it: Computer scientist Victor Allis notes that typical games between experts take about 150 moves, with an average of about 250 options per move, indicating a game-tree complexity of 10 ^360.
[8] For the number of theoretically possible games, including games that can not be played in practice, tromp and Farnebäck give the lower and upper limit of 10^1048 and 10^10171. [4] The most frequently cited number for the number of possible games , 10^700[1] is derived from a simple permutation of 361 strokes or
361! = 10^768. Another common derivation is to assume N junction and L the longest game for N ^ L total game. For example, 400 moves, as seen in some professional games, would be one of 361400 or 1 × 10 ^1023 possible games. Go has quite Options. Oh, I don't know about it: Go has quite a few options. you may
want to remade that quote to include ^ or some other kind of exponentiation symbol &gt; Done. I'm absolutely terrible at Go. I keep losing Atari-Go to damn AI, which is just sad.... it's almost always not imaginative enough from me, or thinking far enough ahead. But I'm doing much better. :lol :lol
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